I'm José, I'm from Mexico City. I am an exchange student studying music technology at Griffith University.

And when I saw Griffith and specifically the Con and the program at the Con, I decided to choose that because it seemed like a good choice.

Studying at the Conservatorium I needed one that had an audio program, in this case a music technology program, that's exactly what I wanted.

The city has this real laid back cool chill out environment. Friends from many, I don't know, France or Germany or whatever place you want to go, they only meet French people or they only meet German people in Germany but Australia has heaps of students from different parts of the globe so you have a really multi-cultural experience here.

It makes you like an international human being or something like that. All countries are getting connected now so you are going to have to work with another culture eventually in your line of work. I think it's extremely, extremely important.